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The past month was all about variety of exposure in addition to the usual learning activities. Preparations for the 
renowned CEO roundtable from Vibrant Gujarat 2015, hosted by the PDPU, started in full swing at the campus, also 
giving the golden opportunity to SPMites to be a part of it.

Besides, in the enlightening guest’s session, students got to interact with various industry stalwarts such as Mr.Shumpei 
Watanabe and Mr.Tohru Shimizu from “Institute of Energy Economics”, Japan and Mr. Alvis Lazarus-Operations head 
at Flipkart.

Amidst of all this activities, nostalgia took over as the college commemorated Adharshila - the 8th foundation day of 
SPM. 

On one hand, there was reminiscing the past; on the other hand, students embraced the coming year in full spirit with 
a fun filled games night and music!

This issue contains articles on:

•  We Make the Photons Dance!
•  All you need to know about falling crude prices.
•  Ebola: The ‘Dark’ Virus
•  The Cost of Happiness

Voice Your Opinion attempts to put forth some intriguing issue and provides a platform to welcome novel outlooks on 
the same

This newsletter offers a platform for students to express their experiences and views. We hope that it drives this 
process of partaking of knowledge and becomes a name to reckon with.

From The Editorial Board

Oil & Gas industry worldwide continue to surprise the stakeholders. Crude 
Oil continues to slide on its slippery path. Oil producers’ public finances have 
gown awry and the Dutch Disease appears to be raising its head. While the 
old guards like Saudi Arabia still have left a lot in their armoury, economies 
like Russia and Venezuela are reeling under immense pressure. The Russian 
contagion is also spreading to the neighbouring CIS countries as well. 
While countries like Malaysia have also started feeling the pinch, -with no 
geopolitical baggage to bear-it appears to be prepared for a low crude oil price 
regime for some more time to come and is bracing up for the eventuality. 

Oil-indexed LNG prices have also moderated and this is surely going to reflect 
in India’s domestic Natural Gas prices, which are up for revision in the next 
quarter. 

India which took a sensible decision to introduce bold Diesel pricing reforms 
has been hailed by leading economists as ‘seizing the low crude price 
opportunity’. The world which collectively spends billions of dollars every year 
on hydrocarbon fuel subsidies must also utilize this opportunity and take a 
giant leap towards long-term structural reforms in energy pricing. This shall 
not only check undisciplined consumption of fuels but also at some point 
of time provide incentives to renewable energy sector as the pricing gap 
between conventional and the unconventional shall tend to become narrow. 

Anticipation is in the air with US President Barack Obama visiting New 
Delhi as the Chief Guest in the Republic Day parade. Indian Prime Minister’s 
statesmenesque is at play yet again and the visit is certainly going to be a 
significant milestone in India-US relations.

This issue of SPM Mirror comes in the backdrop of these vital international 
developments and the SPM students are quite akin to these-which 
incidentally also reflect in the articles they have penned for this issue. 

We at SPM in collaboration with Institute of Energy Economics, Japan are on 
the verge of completion of an important project “Study to Promote Energy 
Savings in India’s Transportation Sector”. As a culmination of the project, 
January 2015 witnesses an important workshop. We shall be happy to share 
the details of this project in coming issues. 

My sincere appreciation to the SPM Mirror team for their efforts towards 
bringing out this issue of SPM Mirror. We do look forward to the patronage of 
all our stakeholders.  Till then our best wishes for a fruitful 2015 and looking 
forward to upcoming issues.

From the Editorial Advisor’s Desk
Dr. Pramod Paliwal
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Dr. Hemant Trivedi

Director, School of Petroleum 
Management, PDPU

Director’s Message

Before the new leaf turned with commencement of new-year, the SPM family got together to reminisce the day that 
marked the existence of this institute, Aadharshila. I am amazed to see how the journey has unfolded, but nevertheless 
we are geared up to strive for the mark set higher than before.

They say, new times bring new opportunities and it indeed holds true! SPM was fortunate enough to witness the world 
acknowledged Vibrant Gujarat Summit 2015, taking place in the city of Gandhinagar. Especially with one of the major 
events of the Summit the ‘Global CEO Conclave’ being hosted by the University the world community now recognizes 
and shall respect the University all the more. I am grateful to the Confederation of Indian Industries (CII) who gave SPM 
students the opportunity to assist in this ambitious summit, I am positive they will prove instrumental in taking up the 
responsibilities assigned to them.

Collaboration with the Institute of Energy Economics, Japan for a research study resulting in a report on Fuel Pricing 
Policy for Government of India was yet another celebrated activity for SPM.

The year has just started and I am optimistic many such opportunities are on their way for our faculty and students. I 
wish them all the best for the coming year and their future.

George Whitefield had rightly said, “Press forward. Do not stop, do not linger in your 
journey, but strive for the mark set before you.”

NURTURING INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL
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So how do oil prices plummet from being $115 per barrel 
to below $50 per barrel in over a year? How does this 
sudden fall in oil prices affect crude oil guzzling and 

crude oil producers alike? Are the prices of oil likely to rise once 
again any time sooner? These are some of the questions raised 
because of the sudden transition in crude oil prices. Government 
intervention, oil cartel manipulation and economic states of 
nations are the prime reasons for variations in crude oil prices.  

China was the largest consumer of crude oil in the early 2000’s, 
and with conflicts in key oil producing nations like Iraq , the crude 
oil prices kept hovering at an average price of above $100 per 
barrel. At the same time these exorbitant prices forced US to 
explore alternate sources of oil in North Dakota and Texas, which 
held large formations of Shale. The production of Crude by US 
jumped to 4 million barrels per day, a significant contribution to 
the global oil production of 75 million barrels per day. However, 
it was during this time that EU and Asian economies started 
fumbling and the Iraq crisis was solved, which all resulted into 
increased supply and decreased demand of oil.

The OPEC, the world’s largest crude cartel held a meeting to 

discuss upon their nations future 
and results the falling prices will 
have upon their economy. Saudi 
Arabia decided upon maintaining 
their rate of oil production rather 
than rolling it back as they did 
not want to lose market share. 
Moreover, they thought that the 
decreased oil prices will dent the 
Shale production prospects of the 
US and Canadian Companies who 
had already invested a lot in terms 
of technology and production.

However, the plummeting crude prices have raised havoc for 
Venezuela, Iran and Russia. The Russian ‘Ruble’ has weakened 
against the US dollar significantly. The Russian banks increased 
interest rates from 10.5 to 17 to prevent people from selling off 
their rubbles. Economists however estimate a fall of 4.5% in the 
GDP of Russia in 2015. The Iranian and Venezuelan economy is 
also projected to fall in 2015. The ramifications of this freefall 
have proved to be different for different nations. Cheap gasoline 
leads to increased expenditure in consumer markets. None can 
comprehend that than chief oil importing nations like China and 
Japan.  

The oil prices are expected to fall even further in the coming days. 
This can however change drastically. What if there is a surge in 
the EU economy? Chinese economy which has been sluggish 
for some time now could just bounce back. The middle-eastern 
nations, namely Libiya, Iraq, and Egypt which has witnessed 
turmoil and tension in the last few years could escalate the 
oil prices once again if oil exports from these nations reduce 
drastically.

PRATILNAKER, PGP 14

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT 
FALLING CRUDE PRICES

New gadgets and unique ways to harness energy are 
making the wildest dreams of renewable energy sector 
become the legitimate possibilities today.V3Solar’s 

device is a landmark development in this sector. This solar 
device that will not only compete with big energy, but the 
levelized costs of energy (LCOE) will be “two-thirds the price 
of retail electricity and over 3 times cheaper than current solar 
technology.Tests show the device is achieving 8 cents per 
kilowatt hour of generation. On a larger scale, if 8 cents per 
KWh becomes attainable for solar energy, it would silence all 
those who question the commercial viability to this energy.

Because of the great potential of solar energy, researchers 
have looked into increasing the efficiency of solar cells by using 
lenses or mirrors to direct more of the sun’s energy onto them 
hoping to get more electricity out of the same number of cells. 
Unfortunately, doing so tends to create so much heat that the 
cells become useless. The engineers at V3Solar took this idea 
and modified it to prevent such overheating by mounting the 
cells on a rotating platform; doing so means that each cell only 
receives extra heat for a very short amount of time and is then 
allowed to cool as the cone spins.

Device dubbed as ‘Spin Cell,’ makes the device so special. The 
rotating motion of the device works to keep it cool, much like a 
summer breeze hitting our skin to prevent us from overheating. 
The concentrators form an outer skin creating a hermetically 
sealed inner environment for the triangular shaped blue colour 
solar cells. The cone is situated on a base of electromagnets 
powered by some of the energy that has been converted from 

the sun’s energy by the solar cells, creating a nearly frictionless 
spin. The result is a marvel of engineering and an artistic 
triumph – a means to produce much more electricity than 
traditional flat panels.One photovoltaic (PV) cell can handle 
a concentration of energy equal to 30 suns, improving the 
efficiency of the PV by 20% over most standard panels.

The Spin Cell has one more unique feature – it’s not a flat 
panel.For too long, the world believed solar was flat but using 
specialized lensing and a rotating, conic 

shape, the Spin Cell can concentrate the sunlight with no head 
degradation.The additive effect of sunlight i.e, the ability of the 
sun to hit the panels from infinite angles, creates a multiplier 
effect that results in better performance. On the other hand 
most standard panels are limited by their angle,missing out on 
the time the sun doesn’t directly face it.

Another huge factor in the Spin Cell’s favour is that its three-
dimensional design eliminates idle time when the sun isn’t 
hitting an angled panel, further enhancing its effectiveness. 
Hence they are technology for tomorrow!

References:

1. http://v3solar.com/
2.  http://www.gizmag.com/v3solar-spin-cell/24352/
3.  http://cleantechnica.com/2013/01/24/v3solar-spin-cell-

cones-cheap-solar/
4.  http://cleantechnica.com/2013/01/24/v3solar-spin-cell-

cones-cheap-solar/ 

PARMARTH MISHRA, 
PGP 14

WE MAKE THE PHOTONS DANCE!
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Africa has always been notorious for its civil wars and 
political upheavals. The ‘Dark Continent’ has once again 
been in the news, not so much for the civil-wars but for 

a much smaller but much more deadly nemesis, a virus, ‘Ebola’.

Though the first documented case of the viral outbreak was in 
1976, its effect has never been as rampant and intense as now.

Sierra Leone and Liberia, the two west African nations that have 
been crippled by this deadly virus had just emerged on the global 
platform after battling years of ‘civil warfare’

Sierra Leone documented a GDP growth of 13% in 2013-14 while 
Liberia grew by 8.1%, while the sub-Saharan region managed 
an average GDP of 5%. Ebola has managed to dent the mining 
industry, tourism and trading industry. The severity of the macro-
economic impact came into light when the London Mining, the 
country’s largest producer of ore and largest employer went out 
of business.

The micro-economic picture is as bleak as the Artisanal and 
small scale mining industry has been severely damaged. Mining, 
characterised as a ‘mobile’ activity, is usually carried out by 
people who tread a lot of geographical distance regarding the 
same. Mining and farming are interdependent activities. The 
revenue generated from mining is often invested into agriculture 
by ‘artisans’ who engage predominantly in growing cash crops 
like coffee, cocoa and kola seeds, produces that contribute 
significantly to the GDP of the two nations. The gold mining 
business has taken a blow too. This industry largely employs 
women and the funds that are obtained are mainly utilized for 
household activities and children education.  

Many international mining firms who had invested in these two 
nations are also pulling back. Trading has also taken a beating. 
Surat, a city which has a thriving diamond business has stopped 
dealings with Liberia.

The consolidated economic severity is that an estimated 
USD$32.6 of loss in terms of revenue is expected by the end of 
2015. The outbreak also threatens employment opportunities 
for people with managerial and technical expertise but belonging 
to other countries.

The W.H.O is trying its best to quarantine infected people and 
resist the disease which has killed more than 10000 people. 
Hopefully, this situation will be taken care of and the two 
countries will be able to record phenomenal growth once again.

EBOLA: THE ‘DARK’ VIRUS PERSONAL CARE: A BIG OPPORTUNITY

PRATIK NAKER, PGP14 POOJA AJMERA, PGP 14

Today in India people are more likely to find 
personal care products than food in a shop 
these days which is a result of consumer goods 
players pushing the distribution of an entire 
range of their products in the face of wary 
consumer spending.

Latest data from market research firm Nielsen 
reveals that on the list of the top five FMCG 
product categories, only one food product - 
biscuits - finds place. The category with the 
maximum penetration is shampoos at 79 %, 
followed closely by biscuits at 78 %.

Skin creams have got into the top 10 distributed list and 
packaged tea, which was the most distributed category 
a few decades ago, is now out of the top 10. Daily-use, 

low-unit price, easy-to-sell via wholesale are the key lessons for 
categories in the last 10 years. 

Data suggests that most of this evolution is due to a lot of un-
branded consumption shifting to branded consumption. For 
example, in utensil cleaners and edible oils penetration has 
increased to 36 percent from 33 percent and 21 percent to 17 
percent from 2012 to 2014, respectively. 

“Earlier, people would turn up at shops with bottles to buy loose 
mustard oil. That’s changing with rising affluence levels and 
lower packaging costs. In future, we will see more un-branded-

to-branded consumption in non-mature categories such as, hair 
oils and hair conditioners,” says Vijay Udasi, executive director, 
Nielsen India.

Skin creams have seen a drop of 2 percent due to changes in 
consumer behaviour. “The segments within the skin creams 
category have also changed. More people are buying emerging 
products like face washes, anti-ageing and under-eye creams,” 
says Udasi.

Similarly, the findings also reveal a drop in penetration levels of 
detergents cakes and bars from 60 percent in 2012 to 59 percent 
in 2014 as more consumers shift to washing machines to do 
their laundry. 
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1) Too much happiness makes you less creative:
At first this point might seem a little preposterous but if we 
think in a logical way it will make sense. People have a tendency 
to strive to achieve goals because they bring happiness in 
your life and it’s those unsecure and uncertain moments in 
your life which make you strive work hard and achieve your 
aims. Imagine a situation and answer honestly, which person 
according to will try to be more creative in life, A young (yet 
nothing) Bill Gates or his son (of similar) age? Of course it will 
be Bill Gates because, he didn’t have all the things he needed 
in life handed over to him he had to begin from scratch to 
build Microsoft but his son even if he is ambitious has less 
of a challenge as he will always have a backup plan and more 
happiness than his father making him less creative than what 
his dad was in his younger days.

MUZAFFAR KHAN, PGP 13

THE COST OF HAPPINESS
For HUL, next step now is to make its brands accessible using 
pack sizes and price points tailored to win across the country. 
“We have been able to maintain our leadership position in a 
growing market by following a market development approach. 
One of the most successful attempts on this front has been 
the Dove ‘twin sachet’, which offers a shampoo and conditioner 
together at aRs 5 price point to induce trials,” says SrirupMitra, 
category head - Hair Care, HUL.

But the dominance of non-food categories on the top could 
change. There are ominous signs. Take the salty snacks category 
for instance. Penetration has risen from 58 percent to 64 
percent. Even a category like noodles, which has still not broken 
into the top-ten list, has seen an increase in penetration from 

38 percent to 42 percent. “The next level of growth lies within 
branded foods,” says Udasi. “There is an emergence of new food 
categories in bread spreads, including peanut butter and branded 
spices. As affluence levels rise, rural consumers will spend more 
on grocery items and food.”

Although FMCG growth has been slowing for some time now, 
sliding by 8.1 percent from 2010 to 2013, Nielsen predicts 
that India’s FMCG industry will grow from $37 billion in 2013 
to $49 billion in 2016. Distribution growth and innovations 
around sachet offerings will play major roles in fuelling growth, 
which had slowed down in the last few years. While the rise of 
e-commerce is being keenly watched, several new models may 
evolve over the next few years. Happiness is such a lovely word 

and it is probably the reason 
you decided to read this article. 

Yes, I agree happiness is important and 
irrespective of a person’s nationality, 
age, behaviour or goals a thing which is 
common to almost everyone’s desire in 
the world is HAPPINESS. Some people 
want to be doctors, some engineer and 
some cooks yet there is a single thing 
behind such a desire and it can be summed 
up as Happiness. A thing becomes desirous for you if that thing gives you happiness. So my question to you before 
we proceed further is, if all the direction of all the roads in the world point towards Happiness, shouldn’t it be made 
a national goal for each and every person of the world to achieve it single mindedly? Many people will answer to this 
question in the affirmative and say that yes, happiness must be chased until one achieves it as it makes a person 
better. But some sceptics will disagree and say too much of happiness is not good and can even create problems in 
life and am sorry to say I tend to agree with the latter set of people. 

Opportunity cost is the cornerstone of economics and it describes every action that a person undertakes, it essentially 
means comparing the benefits arising from doing a particular thing instead of doing something else. And believe me 
or not, there is an opportunity cost of being too much happy. John Gruber of Yale University has conducted studies and 
provided us four basic ways in which happiness can be bad for us:
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2) Happiness is not suited to every situation:
No way, this can be right some will say. Yet it is true people 
need to experience sadness and despair sometimes to come 
out triumphant in life. I can give an example from my personal 
experience to corroborate this notion. People in Business School 
are very competitive since they had in the first place joined a 
B-School of get that dream job. The regular day starts with a 9.30 
morning class and sometimes dreads on till the wee hours of the 
evening. Most of the time people are tired and irritated by the 
constant pressure on them yet they slog away not wanting to 
be left behind in the rat race. All this changes when after almost 
two years of slog you land that job you wanted and it makes you 
the happiest person on the world for remaining part of you MBA 
life. The after effects of excessive happiness are devastating, 

all those classes, those assignment, those deadline for which 
you would have given your life don’t seem that important now, 
bunking, sleeping even writing exams poorly doesn’t make much 
of a difference because you are way too happy to think about 
your future. Studies conducted by psychologist Charles Carver 
has shown that, positive emotions like happiness signal to 
us that our goals are being fulfilled, which enables us to slow 
down, step back, and mentally coast. That’s why happiness 
can actually hurt us in competition. Illuminating studies done 
by Maya Tamir found that people in a happy mood performed 
worse than people in an angry mood when playing a competitive 
computer game.

3) Not all types of happiness are good for you:
Some say happiness makes them more energetic, more spirited 
but do all forms of happiness make you better off? In fact, a more 

nuanced analysis of different types of happiness suggests that 
some forms may actually be a source of dysfunction. One such 
example is the feeling of happiness when one feels of being 
elevated to a higher social status. It is such emotion which 
develop in us a sense of pride, such kind of false happiness can 
cause you to disrespect your junior and lead to being excluded 
from being a team player. The bottom line: Certain kinds of 
happiness may at times hinder our ability to connect with those 
around us.

4) Pursuing happiness may actually make you 
unhappy: 
“Happiness is a Warm gun”, as aptly titled by the Beatles 
song captures the essence of my thought. Happiness is not 
something instant and hence to be pursued at all times at any 

cost. People must realise there is another side of happiness and 
it might be despair or even sadness and we must accept that. 
People who are very happy tend to raise the bar for themselves 
and strive harder to better themselves and in the process make 
themselves unhappy after not achieving that impossible goal. 
Studies have shown a happy person is more risk taking than an 
unhappy person. If for example Sachin Tendulkar being the best 
batsman of all time decides he hadn’t had all the happiness in 
life and decided to try football which is not his strong suit will 
make his even miserable after failing at it. 

Thus we must accept life as it is and yes trying to be happy is not 
a bad thing at all but we must remember it must be moderate 
just like too much sweet causes the teeth to go bad. Too much 
lust for a perfect and happy life might not be that social or 
economic bargain you wished for.

CAMPUS BUZZ
SPM celebrates Aadharshila: 

8th Foundation Day
18th December 2014 marked the eight anniversary of 
School of Petroleum Management.

It was a proud moment for SPMites as they gathered 
to commemorate the auspicious occasion when the 
foundation of SPM was laid. The journey that began 
with nascent steps eight years earlier has transformed 
into a milestone. Adharshila was the time to cherish 
the past and take a walk-through those days.  The 
ceremony began with speeches from dignitaries, who 
are associated with SPM since many years.  Director 
SPM - Dr. Hemant Trivedi reflected upon the notion of 
how far SPM has come since its inception. Dean of SPM 
- Dr. Pramod Paliwal reminisced the days on a lighter 
note and shared some of the witty and learning experiences 
of the B-school. Students were certainly delighted by the 
talk. The event ended on a sweeter note with cutting of cake, 
followed by candid interaction of alumni and faculties.
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PDPU PLAYS HOST TO
GLOBAL CEO CONCLAVE

JAPAN’S THINK TANK VISITS 
SCHOOL OF PETROLEUM MANAGEMENT

We feel proud to share with you that PDPU played host to the Global CEO Conclave on 11-01-
2015, which was held as a part of the vibrant Gujarat Summit. 

About 200 top CEOs descended in the campus on for the first-ever global CEO conclave 
addressed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
Industry captains like Mukesh Ambani, Sunil Bharti Mittal, Deepak Parekh, Maarten Wetselaar of Shell group, 
among others, discussed issues with the PM as well as Union finance minister Arun Jaitley. US secretary of state, 
John Kerry, and World Bank president Jim Yong Kim too addressed the CEOs.

Students were got the opportunity to interact with the big guns of the business world and learn from them. The 
event was a grand success.

Mr.Shumpei Watanabe and Mr. Tohru Shimizu from “Institute of Energy Economics, Japan (IEEJ) visited 
School of Petroleum Management, Gandhinagar on 11/12/2014 to deliver a session on “Climate change 
and Energy Method of Japan”. The latest findings of IPCC and its mission to study climate change 

were heavily discussed. The session was divided into primarily 
three workgroups discussing how humans are causing 
problem to the climate, what could happen to the world and 
how can we avoid it.

Mr. Tohru Shimizu highlighted the difference between climate 
change and global warming, showing how it can pose threat 
to sea level, food, health, security and biodiversity.

They suggested that we can avoid climate change by 
following BCCCS (Bio-Energy + Carbon Capture and Storage).
We can get there by planting lot of trees for one and relying 
on technologies. We need the best technology, right now, 
everywhere.

 They had a healthy discussion with faculty and students on 
what is leading to climate change and how can we avoid it in 
the world of changing technology.

“As much as we hope for technology, behaviour change of energy is essential”
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SPM REVIEWSALUMNI CORNER

Alice in Corporate Land is a good and concise read giving great career lessons that are useful for young 
professionals and future managers alike.

The book kick off by sharing with readers that Alice is a fresh graduate excited to start off her career but soon 
realize the path to Corporate Land is not always smooth. She met several interesting characters - Rabbit, the 
seven dwarves, Rapunzel, Peter Pan, who in different ways shared with Alice what it takes to succeed in this 
adventurous Corporate Land.

If you are curious to know what lessons these fairy tales characters have to pass on to Alice, just pick up the book and discover a 
series of innovative advice that I think is relevant for both future managers and growing professionals. They will be able to relate 
to Alice’s struggling life quite quickly and will appreciate some of the tips given in this book. There are some handy checklist for 
career success at the end of the book; which is very thoughtful of the author.

For managers across all levels, this quick and good read will be an excellent reminder of key elements of career success. This 
book will be a great gift to anyone you may be mentoring and valuable for anyone who has a zeal and ownership for their careers. 

In Power Plays: Energy Options in the Age of Peak Oil, energy expert Robert Rapier helps readers sort 
through energy hype, doom and gloom, and misinformation to understand what really matters in 
energy, and how it impacts individuals, investors, businesspeople, and policy makers worldwide. The 
book covers the overall global energy situation, the particular risks for the U.S. with its present energy 
mix, the energy outlook for the developed world and emerging economies like China and India, what 
peak oil really means, and the present and likely future of natural gas, coal, oil, nuclear power, and 

alternative energy sources.

The book also addresses common misconceptions. Most importantly, the book will provide specific energy insights unavailable 
elsewhere and help individuals and business planners chart future actions and decisions. This book is for anyone who wants to 
enhance their basic understanding of energy and learn to separate facts from misinformation. The book will also help readers 
to understand the costs, benefits, and inherent trade-offs for each of our major energy options, making it particularly useful for 
business strategists, policy makers, public servants, and investors.

REVIEWED BY : Ambrish Nigam, PGP 13          AUTHOR : Tulika Tripathi
PUBLISHER : Portfolio          YEAR : 2014

REVIEWED BY : Divya Kale, PGP 14          AUTHOR : Robert Rapier
PUBLICATION : Apress; 1 edition          YEAR : 2012

ALICE IN CORPORATE LAND

POWER PLAYS: ENERGY OPTIONS IN 
THE AGE OF PEAK OIL

How is the future world energy demand to be met? The rates of use of the fossil fuels - coal, oil and 
natural gas - are increasing all over the world. The remaining stocks are finite and are not renewable. 
This book considers the various options of renewable energy, including water energy, wind energy 
and biomass, solar thermal and solar photovoltaic energy. And should the nuclear option remain 
open? The work also examines the environmental implications and economic viability of all fossil and 
renewable sources, introduces more distant future options of geothermal energy and nuclear fusion, 
and discusses a near-future energy strategy.

REVIEWED BY : Mayank Gupta, PGP 14          AUTHOR : W. Shepherd, D. W. Shepherd
PUBLICATION : Imperial College Press; 3rd Revised edition          YEAR : 2014

ENERGY STUDIES

VOICE YOUR OPINION

IS LIFTING THE POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND 
FINANCIAL EMBARGO ON CUBA BENEFICIAL TO 
THE CUBAN PEOPLE ? 
If yes, who would be the major beneficiary from 
this sanctionary? How?

DARSHIT PAUN
PGP 13

The new conversation between the US and Cuba can bear positive fruits for both the countries. Fostering trade 
relations can yield economic benefits for both countries. Numerous US companies have already expressed an interest in 
developing markets in Cuba, and Cuba, struggling economically, will be able to improve the standard of living of its people. 
US will gladly accept it as an opportunity to befriend its biggest threat in the area and neutralize the Russian influence in 
Cuba, though the key human rights issue may be emphasized. Ease of restriction on travel across the countries, can be 
beneficial for families divided by the Castro takeover, further improving the link between the two countries.

It’s nice to see SPM Alumni’s progress and movement in the industry on higher positions with 
enhanced responsibilities.  Our nest wishes for their bright future. 

MITUL THAKKAR

has moved to Sterlite 
Grid as Manager 
(Communications)

NITESH SONI

has moved to KPMG India as 
Executive 

SITANSHU PATHAK 

has moved to Reliance 
Industries Limited as 
Sr. Manager - J3 Projects 

Cartoon of 
the Month
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